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Introduction: Micrometeorites (MM), 30µm to 2mm extra-

terrestrial particles, are heated to varying degrees entering the 
Earth’s atmosphere. Heating, melting and volatilization can change 
their chemical and isotopic composition; mass dependant isotopic 
fractionation is seen in severely heated MMs [1].  

Single minerals of olivine and pyroxene partially melt or are 
affected by sub-solidus reactions [2] entering the Earth’s atmos-
phere. We think this altered zone is demarcated by the presence of 
magnetite crystallites whose number and size decrease toward the 
center of the particle (Fig. 1a). The thickness of this zone is quite 
uniform for a given MM but varies among single mineral MMs 
probably due to the duration and temperature of heating and on the 
composition of the mineral.  

Sample Description and Analysis: We measured 18O and 16O 
in the core and near the magnetite edge of four single mineral 
MMs of forsteritic composition to determine whether oxygen ex-
change during atmosheric entry altered their isotopic compositions.  
Analyses were made using the Cameca ims 7f-Geo at CalTech.  

Discussion: Results show that all the forsterite MMs are iso-
topcally light (Fig. 1b) similar to relict grains in carbonaceous 
chondrites [3]. Isotope analyses made near the rim (adjacent to the 
magnetite zone) and in the center of the MM show no gradient in 
isotopic composition (Fig. 1b).  The one analyses made within the 
magnetite rim, Ol-7-8, plots in the same region as terrestrial oli-
vines and is isotopically heavier that its core.  

These data support the idea that oxygen exchange with the 
Earth‘s atmosphere produces a visible magnetite zone in iron con-
taining minerals. The lack of an isotopic gradient in the homoge-
neous looking interior of these MMs suggest that their centers have 
not been altered during atmospheric heating and thus can be com-
pared to values from other solar system materials. 

  
Fig. 1. a) Single mineral olivine MM Ol 5-A123; b) a three-
oxygen isotope plot showing analyses for the center and edge of 
four single mineral olivine MMs. 
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